Jon Petz, Author, speaker and corporate entertainer is the Chief Engagement
Officer of Bore No More.™ Jon engages his audiences into his events, but also reengages them into their own lives, careers, organizations, goals and into the lives
of others. He helps them create SHOWTIME moments in which you learn how to
create IMPACT instead of simply meeting expectations…because it’s SHOWTIME,
and life isn’t a dress rehearsal.
Jon is former corporate executive and named one of the top 40 business
professionals under the age of 40 by Business Journals Newspapers.
Keynote Speaker: As an opening or closing keynote speaker, Jon has presented his
signature and custom keynote presentations filled with energy, entertainment &
inspiration for organizations across the globe. Jon is an engagement expert who
has mastered the ability to relate to his audience and capture them through the
humor, energy and content of his presentation. He re-engages their passion and
pride into who they are and what they do.
Author: It had to be said, and finally, someone was willing to say it - Boring
Meetings Suck!™ ABC News, CBS News, The Wall Street Journal, Success Magazine
and CNBC amongst many others, have covered the success of his “take no
prisoners” approach to effective, engaging and results driven meetings. The
response? A best seller for Jon and a breath of fresh air to everyday office
meetings & all who need to Get MORE from them or Get OUT of them. His
breakout session, based on the book, is frequently the top rated overall session of
conventions and conferences.
Entertainer: Performing since a child, Jon’s performed his unique blend of
interactive and comedy magic in the Sydney Opera House in Australia to a pasture
in Sidney, Ohio. He’s b...

Jon Petz
Speech Topics
Time Management
Presentation Skills
Motivation
Inspiration
Innovation
Humor

Testimonials
“Thank you for doing such a remarkable and fantastic job. You have great
talent and you know how to use it.”
- Barbara Mandrell – Country Music Hall of Fame recording artist.

“What an asset you were to our event, it was absolutely entertaining and
amazing.”
- UBS Financial Services.
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